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An extensive photometric monitoring of KH 15D [1], an
enigmatic variable in the young star cluster NGC 2264, has
been conducted. Simultaneous and accurate near-infrared
(JHKs-bands) photometry is presented between 2003 Decem-
ber and 2005 March covering most of the variable phase. The
infrared variability is characterized by large-amplitude and
long-lasting eclipse, as observed at optical. The period of
variability is48.3± 0.2 days, the maximum photometric am-
plitude of variability is∼4.2 mag, and the eclipse duration is
∼0.5 in phase units. These are consistent with the most recent
period, amplitude, and duration at optical. The blueing of the
J-H color (∼0.17 mag) during the eclipse is unambiguously
confirmed, which has been marginally suggested before, while
that of theH-Kscolor is less clear but seems to be at the same
level. The overall shape of theJHKs light curves (Figuer 1) is
very similar to the optical one, including a fair time-symmetry
and a less stable flux during the eclipse with a slight hump near
the zero phase.

The most plausible model of these enigmatic variable fea-
tures of KH 15D is the theory that a binary star in a mutual
orbit with high eccentricity is gradually occulted by an inclined
and precessing circumbinary disk [2] or narrow ring [4].The
existence of such a companion has been recently confirmed
by radial velocity measurements [3]; the orbital parameters
well agree with the prediction by Winn et al. (2004). The
long-term change of the variabilty characteristics revealed by
archival studies [4-6] is also explained with the same idea.
Today we can see only one of the binary which consists of the
visible eclipsing one (Star A) and the totally invisible one (Star
B). By employing this theory, we consider the near-infrared
and optical features that are explainable as follows:

(a) Both the large variability amplitude and the long-lasting
periodic eclipse that are almost independent of the observed
wavelengths (VRIJHKs) are well explained with a gradual oc-
cultation by a knife edge screen. In this case, the screen
is either a circumbinary disk or ring, and the disk dust size
responsible for the screening must be much larger than the
observed wavelengths (À 2 µm).

(b) The blueing can also be explained by the eclisping disk
model with an outer scattering region. This is consistent with
the increase of optical polarization during the eclipse which
suggests that entire fraction of the light in eclipse is scattered
light [7]. The polarization data suggest that the scattering
region is not completely obscured by the occulting material.
Since the blueing is observed not only atJHKs but also at
VRI [8], the dust size responsible for the scattering, which
is distinct from the screening dust mentioned above, must be
small (a < λ/2π ∼ 0.1 µm), comparable to the interstellar
dust size.

(c) The hump nearφ = 0 is probably due to some flux
contribution of the unseen star (Star B) of the binary in the
Winn’s model because the Star B is nearest to the occulting
edge at the middle of the eclipse. The amplitude is∼0.5 mag
at JHKs, almost identical to the amplitude atI (in 2002-2003,
[6]). TheJ-H color tends to be slightly redder near this hump
compared with other eclipsing color, which might support the
interpretation that some additional light (from Star B) increases
at this time.

Figure 1: Phased light curves of KH 15D (JHKs) from 2003
December to 2005 March. The period of 48.36 days is used
for phasing.
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